
A scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making 
them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die and a 
new generation grows up that is familiar with it.

- Max Planck

Science investigates, religion interprets. Science gives man knowledge 
which is power, religion gives man wisdom which is control.

- Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Some broken bonds have worse consequences than others
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Quality factor or Radiation Weighting Factor or Relative Biological Effectiveness:

X, γ, β radiation                   1
α radiation                         20
protons                                5
neutrons                          5-20 (depends on energy)

Equivalent dose is (dose)x(quality factor)

Units are rem (radiation equivalent man) (US) or 
Sievert (Sv) (everywhere else)

1 rem = 0.01 Sv

Example: A dose of 1 rad of gamma radiation gives an 
equivalent dose of 1 rem, but a dose of 1 rad of alpha
radiation gives an equivalent dose of 20 rem.



Sources of radiation exposure:

Natural (2.4 mSv/year = 240 mrem/year)

inhalation of radon        52%
radiation from earth      20%
cosmic rays                  16%
things we eat                12%

Man-made (0.5 mSv/year = 50 mrem/year)

medical X-rays              58%
nuclear medicine           21%
consumer products       16%
occupational                   2%
fallout                              2%
nuclear fuel cycle            1%       

Total 2.9 mSv/year = 290 mrem/year  

(Data taken from BEIR VII phase 2, 2006,
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=11340&page=R1)   



Breathing: radon, carbon-14, smoking
Eating, drinking: uranium decay products, potassium

Traveling by airplane: 0.1 mrem/1000 miles
Living near coal fired power plant: 0.03 mrem/year
Living within 50 miles of nuclear plant: 0.009 mrem/year

Whole body CT scan: 1,200 mrem
Mammogram: 13 mrem
Chest X-ray: 8 mrem
Nuclear medicine stress test: 1,000 mrem

Worker limits:
adult: 5,000 mrem/year 
minor/pregnant woman: 500 mrem/year

Public limits:
100 mrem
2 mrem/hour in publicly accessible areas   



Health effects of radiation exposure:

Acute or “non-stochastic”:

changes in blood chemistry       5,000  mrem
nausea                                    50,000  mrem
vomiting                                  70,000  mrem
hair loss                                  75,000  mrem
diarrhea                                  90,000  mrem
hemorrhage                          100,000  mrem
death in months                    400,000  mrem
death in weeks                   1,000,000 mrem
death in hours                    2,000,000 mrem

(Data from US EPA)



Data on “stochastic” effects:

Hiroshima/Nagasaki survivors
Medical radiation studies (radiation given as treatment)

Occupational radiation studies (not enough data even for nuclear workers)
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“stochastic” health effects of radiation exposure:

Cancer:
If 10,000 people were each exposed to 1,000 mrem of ionizing radiation, you
would estimate that there would be 5-6 excess deaths from cancer. Of those 
10,000 people, about 2,000 would be expected to die of cancer even without 
this (above background) dose.

Genetic effects:
If both parents of 1,000,000 live-born children are exposed to 1,000 mrem
of ionizing radiation, you would estimate that 50 more of those children would
have severe hereditary effects. Without this (above background) dose, you 
would estimate that 100,000 of the children would have severe hereditary 
effects.

Teratogenic effects:
Four of 1000 fetuses in their 8th-15th week exposed to 1,000 mrem of ionizing 
radiation are estimated to become mentally retarded. One of 1000 if later.

(Data from US EPA)


